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Conditions for Registration

- Compliance with relevant requirements laid down in the IMO Conventions
- Vessels that are less than 17 years are normally accepted for registration.
- Must be classed with any of the 8 recognised classification societies
- Registration of fishing vessels, hydrofoils, and wooden vessels are not accepted
- Citizens/PRs of Singapore and companies incorporated in Singapore may be registered as owners of Singapore vessels
- Appoint a Singapore resident manager
Relevant Documents

• Printout of the Business Profile of the company
• Appointment of Agent/Manager
• Evidence of Ownership
  – Builder’s Certificate or Bill of Sale
• Value of the vessel
• Tonnage certificate
• Class certificate
• Statutory certificates
• Deletion certificate or Closed Transcript
• Carving and Marking Note
MPA E-Certificates - Features

Digital Signature security ribbon at the top of the screen to indicate authenticity of the certificate

Printable and visible symbol that confirms the source of issuance.

QR Code

Unique tracking number used for verification
MPA E-Certificates - Verification

Verification when Internet access is NOT available

Digital Signature security ribbon at the top of the screen to indicate authenticity of the certificate
MPA E-Certificates - Verification

Verification when Internet access is available

Verification by scanning the QR Code.
